WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE JA’s RESPONSE
TO FACULTY REQUEST FOR EVALUATION CRITERIA?
The Junta Administrativa’s [JA] response to the Dec. 2, 2008 Arts and Sciences faculty
request (channeled through the Academic Senate) for detailed descriptions of the
evaluation criteria used in conceding tenure and promotions is that:

they [JA members] believe the process is contained in the certification 8687-476 (124 pages in pdf), AND
that the process is currently under consideration for changes [the work of
the CIEPD, which produced the COE and which asked faculty (around
March, 2009) to review and validate the proposed forms or appendices
which would replace current forms F, G, I, L, and add a form for evaluating
Service] and that once the work is given to them they will let us know.
Below, copied, is the text of the JA response:
Note that the response is dated March 16th, 2009; it was received March 18th, 2009; that it
relates a decision or position discussed December 18th, 2008. You and I did not receive
this until the afternoon of Friday, May 15th, 2009 during final exams, by email, with the
following subject heading “[AC] Comunicaciones relacionadas con mociones aprobadas
en reuniones de facultad.” Did you realize your questions had been

answered? ?Sabía que le había contestado sus preguntas?

Since the JA has responded in this wholly inadequate and unacceptable fashion, we
have tried to prepare a quick overview of WHY its response is insufficient as an
answer to a reasonable request. The best way is to review the certification they
mention in their message.
The quickest way to demonstrate the JA’s lack of interest in providing an adequate
response is to point to their failure to mention [in spite of it having been specifically
requested] the changes that had been made in the certification within the last 5
years, specifically those intended to change the minimum scores for requiring
departmental or faculty personnel committees to recommend a candidate for promotion
or tenure [Certificacion 05-06-329 from June of 2006]. By not mentioning it, perhaps the
JA believed it would not then have to explain or discuss the possible justifications, or
lack of justifications, for those changes. Or perhaps they felt it was unnecessary to
discuss it because they revoked the changes without implementing them, leaving them
“sin efecto” [Certificacion 06-07-096 from November 2006] due to faculty pressure and
protest.
In reviewing the certification, all page references that follow are to the page numbers of
the pdf document [Certification 86-87-476] found online and downloaded from this
address: http://www.uprm.edu/senadojunta/juntacereval.html
So, beginning at the beginning, …
Page 1 gives the background where the Junta Administativa (JA) certifies that in a
regularly scheduled meeting, its members unanimously approved the Manual for
Evaluation Procedures for Teaching Personnel….:

Page 3 , which presents the principles of adequate, effective, and
justifiable evaluation, includes the clear statement in item 1.2.5 that
those being evaluated must know in advance in what areas they will be
evaluated and what are the relative weights or values assigned to the
different areas:

Page 4, where you will notice that there is no mention, much less description, of a special
or different procedure or protocol or any other considerations to be followed by the Junta
Administrativa in the evaluation process.

Pages 5-8 describe the evaluation process, the instruments to use, etc.
P. 8, item 3.1.10 states:

For English dominant speakers, “recomendará” means “will recommend”, not may,
might, could, can, or any other modal variant of recommend. This is one of the
clauses that protects you from arbitrary, capricious, and discriminatory decisions by a
personnel committee and also protects and defends the concept of merit which underlies
the evaluation process.
p. 10 at bottom and top of page 11:
This explains what the faculty level personnel committee does and under what
circumstances it is authorized to do that work. This item also provides valuable
safeguards from arbitrary, capricious, and discriminatory decisions, and also in those
cases where you appeal a decision made by your departmental personnel committee.

Page 11 provides a list of the documents or forms [for example: appendices F, G, H/now
the COE, I, and L, which correspond to the items A, B, C, D, and G in the list below] to
use in evaluating professors, according to their particular cases. These appendices,
specifically, give the departmental and faculty personnel committees, and those
individuals being evaluated, the advance knowledge mentioned earlier regarding in

which areas they will be evaluated and what are the relative weights or values
assigned to the different areas:

Page 12 explains that the number of questions in a particular document or appendix
reflects the weights of different components of the evaluation. For this reason, the forms
used in professors’ evaluations are chosen based on their academic workloads and
already reflect the weights of each component on which any individual professor will be
evaluated.

Pages 13-15 describe the documents or forms listed earlier [form F, G, H—now replaced
by the COE, form I, Form L, and those related to librarians and extension agents.
Pages 15-16 describe the rights and duties of the person being evaluated.
Pages 17-18 describe the basic rules, the areas to be evaluated, and the waiting periods
for the different promotions.
Pages 19-55 list and show examples of the different forms or appendices to be used in
creating a case for tenure or promotion.
Pages 56-61 include several certifications that affect waiting periods, ranks at hiring, etc.
Pages 62-71 describe the evaluation process for librarians.

Pages 72--124 contain the earlier certifications mentioned on page 1 regarding the
formation of evaluation committees and evaluation of teaching personnel, investigators,
librarians, and agricultural extension agents.
*NOWHERE in cert 86-87-476 is there any discussion of instruments, criteria,
weights, or other elements of evaluation to be used by any evaluating entity in
addition to or in lieu of those established by the forms or appendices described and
discussed in the certification and used by the departmental and faculty personnel
committees and publicly known to and available to faculty members being
evaluated.
NOWHERE in cert 86-87-476 are budget considerations discussed as criteria, qualifiers,
or conditions to be taken into account in determining eligibility or receipt of promotions
or tenures. HOWEVER, IN 2008, IN RESPONSE TO OUR ACADEMIC SENATE’S
POSITION ON DENYING PROMOTIONS FOR BUDGET REASONS, the Rector
presented in a JA meeting the Certificación de la Junta de Síndicos (DAJS) Número 19
(2007-2008) que contiene la decisión tomada en el caso de apelación ….Mediante ésta la
Junta de Síndicos acuerda denegar la apelación y sostener la decisión de la Junta
Universitaria que validó la negativa de la Junta Administrativa del Recinto de Mayaguez
a la solicitud de ascenso en rango presentada por el apelante, por rezones presupuestarias.
*NOWHERE in cert 86-87-476 is there any clause excluding, exempting, or otherwise
releasing the Junta Administrativa from the requirement of following the rules it has
promulgated.
*The use of different or additional criteria beyond those clearly established in cert
86-87-476, or the claim of some exemption from having to follow its own rules in
evaluating a candidate for tenure or promotion would constitute a crass violation of
one of the guiding principles in the JA’s own description [item 1.2.5 on page 3] of its
evaluation policy—that a person should know in advance the areas in which he or
she will be evaluated and the relative weights of those areas. It would also create a
classic example for a claim of arbitrary or capricious evaluation procedures.
Lcda. Emanuelli gave us this information in her PC training on Oct. 18th, 2007.
http://www.capr.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=4199&Itemid=97
“en García Cabán v. UPR, 120 D.P.R. 167 (1987), se resolvió que “una vez una agencia ha
promulgado unos reglamentos para facilitar su proceso decisional y limitar el alcance de su
discreción, viene obligada a observarlos estrictamente”.

http://74.125.47.132/search?q=cache:TNdpLlI7JV4J:daarrp.uprrp.edu/daa/presentaciones
/aspectos_legales_reclutamiento_Docente.ppt+Garcia+Caban+vs.+UPR+120+D.P.R.+16
7+(1987)&cd=3&hl=es&ct=clnk&gl=pr
Garcia Cabán vs. UPR 120 D.P.R. 167
“Las cortes entrarán a revisar las acciones de personal de la UPR cuando la UPR violente
sus propios procedimientos, violente derechos constitucionales, o sus propias normas
sean inválidas ante la constitución.”
“Sabemos que la objetividad y la subjetividad son conceptos relativos. Las cortes van a
revisar, por ejemplo, si existe una norma con “X” cantidad de requisitos aunque no entre

a revisar si cada requisito es o no factible o beneficioso para una disciplina académica en
particular. Si el comité de personal evalúa a una aspirante bajo unos requisitos y a otra
bajo otros requisitos para el mismo puesto, y recomienda a la primera y no recomienda a
la segunda, la corte va a entrar a revisar y a declarar inválida esa acción desde un punto
de vista OBJETIVO y de justicia.”
The JA’s historical attitude towards following its own rules leaves little to encourage
us. Whenever it has deemed the 86-87-476 dispositions [usually items 3.1.9 and 3.1.10
regarding when to recommend cases] to be too limiting, it has simply emitted a
certification effecting changes in the rules.
ONLY LOUD AND RAPID FACULTY PROTESTS HAVE FORCED THE
ADMINISTRATION TO RETRACT ON THESE ISSUES. EXAMPLES:
Recently, on June 22, 2006 [and definitely within the 5-year period mentioned in the
A&C faculty/AS request, the JA published certification 05-06-329 changing items 3.1.9
and 3.1.10. On this occasion, it changed the minimum average score from 4.0 to 4.5 for
in order for the departmental and faculty personnel committees to be obligated to
recommend candidates for tenure or promotion.
AS A RESULT OF WIDESPREAD COMPLAINTS AND AN A&C FACULTY
MOTION CHANNELED THROUGH THE ACADEMIC SENATE IN
CERTIFICATION 06-51, THIS CHANGE WAS RETRACTED on November 2, 2006,
with JA certification 06-07-096.
The 23rd of March 1999, [ancient history, and certainly a little outside of the 5 year
period described in our request], the JA emitted certification 98-99-332 changing the text
in items 3.1.9 and 3.1.10 so that instead of saying that departmental/faculty committees
“will recommend” those candidates with average scores of 4.0 or higher, they “could
recommend” those candidates with average scores of 4.0 or higher. This would have
allowed a departmental personnel committee to have not recommended a candidate with
a score of 5.0 if it wanted! The same certification changed the text regarding the faculty
level personnel committee and its function, using similar language to suggest that instead
of “will ratify” department personnel committees’ recommendations that it “could ratify”
those recommendations or “could decide to carry out its own evaluation.” THIS WAS
ALSO RETURNED TO ITS ORIGINAL LANGUAGE AFTER MUCH PROTEST.
A FINAL NOTE ON THE JUNTA ADMINISTRATIVA’S RESPONSE TO OUR
REQUEST:
There is an obvious need for having some sort of “standards” or minimum average scores
which ensure that departmental and faculty personnel committees recommend candidates
who meet or exceed those scores. Since the JA has already pointed to the current work
being undertaken by the CIEPD in establishing new documents [forms] for the evaluation
of teaching personnel, it is absolutely imperative to insist on maintaining some type of
language and standards in any document defining future evaluation procedures.
No new higher standards should be included until after the new evaluation documents
[forms/appendices] have been tested and the effects of average scores derived from them
can be examined.

